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INTRODUCTION 
As per available reports about 15 Conference Proceedings, 6 
Conferences and 1 relevant journal are published by OMICS 
International relevant to Human anatomy.

Anatomy has become a key a part of the visual arts. Basic ideas of 
however muscles and bones operate and alter with movement are 
important in drawing, painting or invigorating somebody's figure. 
Several books are written as guides to drawing the physical body 
anatomically properly. Architect old master sought-after to boost 
his art through a much better understanding of human anatomy. 
Within the method he advanced each human anatomy and its 
illustration in art. Anatomy is that the science of the structure of 
the body. Once used while not qualification, the term is applied 
sometimes to human anatomy. The word comes indirectly from 
the Greek anatome, a term designed from ana, which means "up," 
and tome, which means "a cutting".

OMICS International Organizes 1000+ Global Events Every 
Year across USA, Europe and Asia with support from 1000 more 
scientific societies and Publishes 700+ Open access journals which 
contains over 100000 eminent personalities, reputed scientists 
as editorial board and organizing committee members. The 
conference series website will provide you list and details about the 
conference organize worldwide.

SCOPE AND IMPORTANCE
Human anatomy Conference provides the scope for opportunities 
to learn progressed by international scientists and academicians. 
Human anatomy is primarily the scientific study of the morphology 
of the physical body. Anatomy is divided into macroscopic anatomy 
and general anatomy, macroscopic anatomy is that the study of 
anatomical structures which will be seen by the optic and general 
anatomy involves the utilization of microscopes to review minute 
anatomical structures, and is that the field of microscopic anatomy. 

Human anatomy is primarily the scientific study of the morphology 
of the physical body. Anatomy is divided into macroscopic anatomy 
and general anatomy, macroscopic anatomy is that the study of 
anatomical structures which will be seen by the optic and general 
anatomy involves the utilization of microscopes to review minute 
anatomical structures, and is that the field of microscopic anatomy 
that studies the organization of tissues in the least levels, from 
cell biology (previously known as cytology), to organs. Anatomy, 
human physiology (the study of function), and organic chemistry 
(the study of the chemistry of living structures) are complementary 
basic medical sciences that are usually educated along (or in 
tandem) to students finding out drugs. In a number of its aspects 
human anatomy is closely associated with biology, anatomy and 
comparative biology, through common roots in evolution; as an 
example, abundant of the physical body maintains the traditional 
segmental pattern that's gift all told vertebrates with basic units 
being perennial, that is especially obvious within the backbone 
and within the ribcage, and which may be derived from the 
somitogenesis stage in terribly early embryos. Generally, physicians, 
dentists, physiotherapists, nurses, paramedics, radiographers, 
and students of bound biological sciences, learn macroscopic 
anatomy and general anatomy from anatomical models, skeletons, 
textbooks, diagrams, images, lectures, and tutorials. The study 
of general anatomy (or histology) is power-assisted by sensible 
expertise in examining histological preparations (or slides) beneath 
a microscope; and additionally, medical and dental students usually 
additionally learn anatomy with sensible expertise of dissection 
and examination of cadavers (corpses). 

MARKET ANALYSIS
Global interventional cardiology devices market size was valued 
at USD 15.14 billion in 2016. Key growth drivers include the 
growing adoption rates of minimally invasive surgeries, increasing 
global prevalence of cardiovascular diseases and technological 
advancements introduced in this field.
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